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E d ito r ’s 
Comments

Well this is it, 
Issue 88, the last ever 
geoNews. I guess we’ve 
been quite lucky really in IVi 
years. Never missed an 

issue, never been late on more than 2 occasions as I 
can recall and even then only by a couple of days and 
due to circumstances beyond my control, If my 
memory serves me correctly at least one of these was 
due to a postal service dispute. There have been a lot 
of changes over these years, I’ve certainly changed, I 
did not expect it to continue as long as this and 
indeed it wouldn't have done had I not been asked to 
carry on. I had originally planned to give up 2 years 
ago but was convinced by the other members who 
knew of my plans, to continue to support the C64 and 
Geos. I had also considered covering GeoWorks 
Ensemble the PC version of Geos but then Microsoft 
took control of the market and Berkely Softworks 
decided to call it quits and drop it’s Windows 
alternative desktop . Once again Mr. Gates won over 
and has now won over the entire world as far as 
software and working environments is concerned. 
Apart form the more specialized usage All the worlds 
a Windows user. Still MS-DOS was always quite 
laborious to use and the point and click environment 
of Windows and the like has improved the computer 
users lot and made it all that bit more accessible and 
easy to use, which is all the better.

Happy Computing,
and thanks for your attention.
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The BIG Thank You
Where do I begin ?, (could be the start of a song or 
something) . It all began about 8 years ago. I discov
ered Geos, I just could not believe it, something I 
had always wanted, to be able to mix graphics and 
text, Oh yes, by today's standard quite poor really 
but 8 years ago reasonably acceptable. I’d picked up 
a copy of Geos V I.2 for about £5, money well spent
I thought, I then began my search for other Geos 
related material which turned out not that easy to 
obtain here in the UK at least. One of the many 
letters I wrote was one to Jason Finch, then Techni
cal Editor of the only magazine for the ‘serious’ C64 
user “Commodore Disk User”, he edited my letter 
and placed it in the readers letters column and this is 
where it all started. From that letter I was contacted 
by a number of fellow Geos enthusiasts 12 in all 
which surprised me to say the least. I met the first of 
these correspondents, Brian Mills of Great Mass- 
ingham, when he came to Manchester on business. I 
invited him round for a meal we spent all evening and 
into the early hours of the morning discussing my 
idea of a Geos user group, he was as full of enthusi
asm as I was and offered to back me all the way, that 
was it, we’d go for gold. I think issue 1 of geoNews 
was just a two page affair printed on my MPS801, 
what a mess that print out was but at the time the 
best I could manage. One of the very earliest contrib
utors and a member until the very end was Michael 
Pearson and his son Duncan. If memory serves me 
correct Michael is the only surviving member from 
day one with the exception of myself and Peter 
Hunt. Peter Hunt, what a blessing in disguise he 
was. Receiving a letter from Australia was not that 
unusual for me. having been a radio ham for many 
years getting mail from around the globe was com
monplace, but was I so glad to receive this letter. 
When I told him of my plans and he was so keen to 
join in it almost seemed that we were already able to 
boast a ‘worldwide’ membership. How little did I 
know just how worldwide we would become. From 
Pete’s letters it soon became apparent that there was 
a need of a Geos group ‘down-under’ as well and he 
offered to make copies and mail out from Oz to keep 
costs down, this worked out fine most of the time for 
the past 7 years . I w'as still on the search for Geos 
related software, I had read an American magazine 
called Geo World and that was full of what we lacked 
over here. So I decided to write to one of the 
contributors of that magazine and hit the Jackpot. 
Jeanine Olsen Cutler was the author’s name and 
what a lady she turned out to be, and so helpful.

When she discovered what problems we C64 users in 
England had trying to obtain anything Geos she immedi
ately shipped out a box load of disks full with shareware 
Geos software, when I said jackpot I meant JACKPOT. 
The geoClub Library was born. That’s when Terry 
Watts came on the scene, he had time on his hands, 
wanted to help and so I shipped a lot of my stuff to him 
and was able and happy to leave it to him, what a 
splendid job he did over the years. Later helped out by 
Helen and then Sharon There have been many contribu
tors, non as prolific as the afore mentioned Michael 
Pearson, (who could forget the geoClub calendars) but 
our graphic artists from down under Gordon Turrell 
from Australia and Peter McGuinn from New Zealand 
have made an outstanding contribution not only to 
geoNews but also supplying the members with endless 
graphics of the highest quality all of which have been 
made available via the library. There have been a few 
un-sung hero’s of geoClub too, none more dedicated 
than Ron and Pat Crawley. On more than one occasion 
Ron and Pat helped out with photocopying in the days 
when we had to get things done as cheaply as possible. 
The most memorable time, the first time we actually met, 
was when the copying had all gone haywire and Ron 
stepped into the breach. He and Pat did all the copying 
correlating and stapling ready for me to envelope and 
mail out, it was a last minute job and they kindly met me 
half way between Manchester and Liverpool to make the 
delivery. It was CHRISTMAS EVE, now that is what I 
call above and beyond the call of duty . Since then 
members have come and gone, we’ve had members from 
around the world, including England, Australia, New 
Zealand, Belgium, Holland, USA, Germany, Sweden, 
Norway , Italy,Canada, USSR, Latvia, Hungary, Den
mark, Malta, Wales, Scotland , Eire. Over recent years 
Dave Elliot or geoNut to his phsyciatrist, has been a 
tower of strength, he procured articles from a number of 
sources in the USA especially the Wichita Commodore 
Users Group, and has helped a great many who have 
sought his expertise. As I have already said, there are 
others, many who were just ships that pass in the night 
and I apologise for not mentioning you by name.

The only person who I have yet to thank is my tower of 
strength, my wife Doreen. Without her backing , under
standing and unstinting support I doubt geoClub would 
have ever got off the ground, She has had a lot to put up 
with over the years for the sake of ‘The Club’.

To you all Thanks a lot it’s been a pleasure to know

a /
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B V n i O ' R

Mark Vowles Wychwood 73 Rush Hill Bath Somerset BA22QT 

Dear Frank,
I have been meaning to write for a while and 

have made several attempts which due to my University work load 
got put to one side I will try to put down my feelings as briefly as
possible so that this time I can finish the letter.

Naturally, I am sad to hear that geoNews will be coming to an end 
at the end of the yeaf, geoNews has brought many interesting 
articles to my attention, the internet activity was one very surpris
ing result

That said, I really feel very strongly about the PC issue, I have had 
to buy a PC because I live at home and go to Bath University, not 
being resident on campus means that I don't have the benefit of 
living close to the computer room where the PC based software 
specific to my degree course is available. I have therefore decided 
that I should buy a PC and install the licensed copy of this software 
from the University, thus allowing me to complete assignments 
based on this software throughout the four year degree at home. I 
fully understand that other people have such needs for a computer 
which can deliver top quality resolution printing etc BUT, why 
does this have to be at the sacrifice of the C64.. A couple of issues 
ago, someone was bleating bitterly about their new PC, its steep 
learning curve and how the C64 would do it quicker.Why does 
everyone make this an issue, people keep saying "I need a PC, it's 
time to move on, I'll miss the friendships but I going on"? HELLO 
People" If you feel that you want or need a PC then fine, I can 
accept that but are you really going to save (I presume finance is 
the key issue here?!) that much, by selling your C64? This is one 
situation where, certainly some, people can have their cake and eat 
it Specifically I would like to point out Allan Bairstow, he, like 
me, owns a PC and a Cl 28 setup. Allan's reasons for having a PC 
are clear, to produce the magazine Commodore Scene, there would 
be significant problems to be overcome if he used the Commodore 
for this, not least compatibility with the printing company.

Many people, myself included, have expressed the real rot of the 
C64 scene and it is friendships between fellow users, notice the 
absence of any restriction on owning other computers. If this is the 
case, then why give it up, surely you can divide your time between 
more than one machine. I really fear that the final demise of the 
C64 scene (note: scene not the computer) will be the fact that 
people nui out of will power and commitment it strikes me to be a 
little hypercritical to bash on about the C64 then suddenly dump it 
for the PC. I wonder what is to be left only those who have 
invested too heavily in the C64, those like me who have spent the 
equivalent of a high specification PC on the C64. I have to stop 
here on this subject because I simply can't find words to express

my incomprehension, I only hope that people realise that the 
party need not be over yet just because die first few guest have 
started to leave doesn't necessarily mean that the party is over, 
does it?

I hear from Alan Bairstow that you plan to disband the 
geoClub library. I would just like to say that this would be a 
serious loss to the C64 scene. I know Allan Bairstow well 
because I write for Commodore Scene on a regular basis now 
and it was Allan who ordered my hardware from CMD in 
America..Allan is dedicated to the C64 scene, he has picked 
up CS from the scrap heap after Richard Bowen gave up 
suddenly without any warning. He also help me when my 
CMD HD power pack burnt out during warranty, he stayed up 
late to ring CMD and arrange for a replacement to be sent it 
was with me I week later, he also work at his own expense to 
find a fax modem which was compatible with geofax. I have 
no doubt that the library would be in extremely good hands 
with Allan, I also know that he has plans to try an incorporate 
geoNews, or articles from yourself in C SAs a plea from myself 
and I am sure many other users who will remain, please let 
Allan have the library' for operation through CS, I believe that 
you will find it impossible to find anyone who is either in a 
better position or more trust worthy to run the library, please 
reconsider your decision for the benefit of all.

May I wish you well for the future in whatever you do, I would 
also like to thank you for geoClub it was a bright light in the 
darkness after Commodore Format closed. Best wishes and 
kindest regards.

Yours sincerely,
Mark

Well Mark I guess I will try' to answer your letter as best I can. 
To start with the ‘PC issue’ as you call it, believe me there’s 
nothing here that I have not heard a 100 times before, don’t 
forget I spent the last IVi years supporting the C64 and Geos. 
Now it alright you saying ‘why can’t you divide your time 
between the two formats’ ?. I’m afraid I don’t have the time 
anymore. Not being a student, I have a full time job, a family 
and a home that needs my attention; gardening, decorating all 
the sorts of things that you’ll have to do one day perhaps, and 
I NEED the space. I also have other interests which I wish to 
pursue further. I would suggest you try producing a 12 page 
newsletter 12 months of the year for 7 years always on time 
and see how many times ‘oilier’ matters have to take a back 
seat. I should also tell you here that I am not hypercritical, I 
haven't dumped die C64 for a PC, I haven’t used a C64 for 
quite a few years now apart from copying Geos files to 
MS-DOS. I first went PC because of my job, I then discovered 
that I could do some of geoNews at work as well as at home 
and print die master copies on the company laser printer 
giving far better quality than I could manage on my Dot 
Matrix printer. The end results justifying the means, as Leon 
Trotsky might have said, had he been a Geos user. As for your 
heavy investment in the C64 and it’s peripherals it is entirely 
your business what you spend on your hobby and you should 
not be too concerned if you are rebuked by others who think its 
a cosdy interest.
As for the library., by the time you read this it will most likely 
have gone to a new home .
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The Australian worts, sentences, pingnpis, pi£*s, uul 
graphics. Cbsk tit OK g&dgtt wien 4oie.

JMU

Genie
by Jane M. Voskamp - Jones 

Tooling up geoWrite - Part Tv®

Cotiinuing cur lack ti cfLtr jrognms ti*t 
cm is sis I you wkn you work w iii gsoVriie 
Here ire & few taors that I hm  found to tell
you t io u t .  i  i o j e  t M  you en jo y  t k s  
explosion. itlo Gtiir1 jragrcms.

Blue Penci l  v\ .0

Blue Petcii vt.Q by Charles E. Kinaey ik i 
Student Software. This 40 columas PD 
A jjlir iiio a  prognm -works with gioV rift 
files from v l.l  to v2.1.

On double-clkkii? to start (lit Application, 
you u t  presented w iti t  m m  M tau for jeos, 
file, t i l  m ly sis . Tie gics menu, ts ustul, 
illows you (o iccess other Desk Accessory 
jro g n as on the cumnt disk. For more 
M or& itioi on tie  p o s  menu, refer to t i t  
section on T l t  DeskTop, Pirt 2, T it  Menus' 
in 'T it Vo rid of GEOS HtiiBooic HT {**}.

thi file mtnu ojtions ire get file .. or quit. 
Clicking g*t file . irin^s up * Dialog Box 
{DBox} to «lict t ujd file, uid click a& tit 
OPEN to continue.

After worfcin# t i t  pragrtm dispkys t i t  result 
of tie couit is t  DBox showing- t i t  count of

Sample (ex t On Disk: 
RAM 1581

| qeos! file \ nnnjgsis

*** Aueroqes %%% 
, Word len g th : 4
l^ofds/'Sentcnce: 0 

i M o id s/P a ra g ra p h : 39 

| U o r d s /P a q e :  ?46

IB S W  IP G SSStffi

[copyright 1981? H IT  Student Software

Clirk oa lit  OK p ip t to exit lit  DBox 
Select nuit from tie file menuto exit kick to 
DeskTop. Tial's it pretty muci

Word C oun l v2 .0

Vord Count v2 0 by Michael Mytrs. Tiis 40 
columns PD Application prognm counts ti* 
worts in your gioVate files.

On irtiviting * DBGetFile box is disjkyed to 
seltd your texr file. Click on tie OPEN 
gsigit to beyin.

T it progniffi gits to woirk, jM  t k i i  DBox is 
iispkyid sio-wing tJue lotil number of words 
countei Siort uA jinet.

Tie uudysis menu options if* set counts, sad 
avQffigss. If you click on tver»gts in Asterisk 
is displayed MXt to it to show t ill tit option 
is on. Tien stJS Erne after you gvt file.. a 
second DBox will follow tit Total Counts 
DBox w ili tie Av?n^s of word lengti, 
sentence, piregnjh ud page.

UordCounler by M ichael M yeis

Jhere are n totnl of 

1445

Words in the file nnmed :
Sample Text

Sim jly clictc to exit buck to tie DBGetFiles 
box Click on tit CANCEL gidgit to exit 
bick to DeskTop.

| WOROCOUNT

VORDCOUNT by SiLiwa K. Sm iti m i 
Puilisitd ts » type in prognm u  tie Jtnuiry 
1988 COMPUTE!s G«ett« Mi^uint. Tlus 
40 colvimis Application jrognm dispUys a 
DBGttFilts box ifter ia i lists your
texi files preseai on disk Ssltct ycur file, tad 
click tie OPEN g*dg*t to btgia.

File: Sample 
Mofds: 352

Text

OK

After tie progrm goes to work a DBox of tie 
rtiuUs is dispky»i Aaotitr siort tad sweet 
prognm. Clirk on tie OK gidgtt to exit bick 
to DeskTop.

Write C o u n t  vl .0

Vrite Const vl.O by fcstpi ?. Bttcklty *ki 
Red Storm, tad Published by RUN Miguine
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os t k  Power Pak 1 1988. la I k  program, Joe 
calls it Vrile Htfii Mitn.

V k n  artmted, this 40 columns Application 
program, iispkys a sm ea  w ill a m m  menu 
of file m i options. I k  file menu options ire 
init and iaformaiicii. I  i s  informs ioa options 
brings up » iechniril discussion of w k t  
constitutes a word, « sentenfe, a 
tic. Some people may find t k l  informatioa 
k ly fu l Click on each. OK gadget to continue.

T k  options menu holds Analyte m i Report. 
Clicking oa Analyze iriags up a DBGetFile 
box to select voir text file.

Tie program details tk  number of Vorls, 
Sentences, Average Vorls per Senienre, 
followed by tk  numbers of oik  letter, two 
letter, three letter, etc up to tk  largest size 
word tk  program found.

8 w ill be useful sometime Im s m , although 
it is probably so r t than you needed to know. 
Os selecting Report a DBox requests if you 
w  a jtoV riit copy of sH subsequent 
document reports to be created with YES and 
NO gadget. Select your requirement, in i t k  
next time you select Analyze t k  program will 
display Creaiiag write file ifter t k  screen 
only DBoxes an iispkyed

Select quit from t k  file m«nu and you cm  
t k s  go aM enter poWrite to rk w t k  results 
at your leisure. T k  gioVrile file ereated is a 
v2.0 file ani it is t k  same fikasaa as your 
original, except with a plus siga suffixed to 
t k  end. That’s it really.

However, I am not aware of this disks 
current sale stilus. Enquire for prires and 
shipping details. [Allow for conversion 
rales tad bank ek /gis], This ?® *er  
P«Jc I awLkhl* from :

Creative M cro  Designs Inc (CM>|

PO Box 646
East Lo; ?meadow MA 01028 USA.

W here to  G et T h ese  P rogram s . . .

All t k  aforementioned Public Domain 
(PD) 'write' utility progmns k v e  been 
sent on disk to Ivan, so tk t  k  can make 
them r a iM lt  to members on t k  MCCC 
disk agaia. EajoyH.

Headers Three Wishes And 

AH Thai ...

I k ve  not had aiy letters for k ip , so I 
c u  infinitely say that 1 am pleased you 
are all doing so well in GEOS-Iand. Ivm 
Blitz of M.C.C.C. Lis just recently {end 
February*^}, sent me kb CMD
SuperCPUb4 to pky with for a while. 
This should be a lot of fun w k a  I get tk  
chance to plug it in and fin  it up. J feel 
very lucky lo be given a chance to test 
driv* one. Afterall, it is not every day 
that your dreams come true.

I hope tk t  some of you may be interested 
in seeing t k  new GEOS UnPluggtd 
Series HandBooks. Although, al this late 
stage in tk  ‘game1, I am not expecting 
any kind of rush to kppea, bui k y , it 
would It nice (smile).

A prompt of A u i’?e page ... is iis jk y ?4  
until it reafks Analyze fiaiskd. Al which 
point t k  task is completed, and t k  
information tk t  wis derived from t k  file is 
dispkyed in info type DBo»s.

...:.. WnteCoiint 5gmp)e ^ = = ^ S

Approximote number of words: 1316 

Appraximote number of sentences-. 99 

flueraqe number of tuords per sentence: 13 

(Hit Mouse Sutton to continue)

Send u  your com m tiis , or greii GEOS 
discoveries, tad I w ill respond w k n  I can in 
this column, unless you wish a private reply, 
in which case please sead * SSA{B’Usi&tsj}E 
ani I w ill write you hark. You can even just 
let me know if  you .are enjoying t k  column

The Australian GeosGenie  
PO Box $35
Enfield Ptea 5085 South Australia 
Telephone {08)8260 4062

{+*} T k  Vorli of GEOS HaJiiBook 
Series (1, E, IE), are currently avxikhlt 
from JMV Gnlix

UnPlugged l i  ©

The second Publicaiion cf the 
GEOS UnPlugged Senesincludes 
many more of the articles I have vritten 
as Column Edttor on my column 
GEOSgem e {for the now missing' 
magazine o! Commodore Network}. 
Continuing on from 'UnPlugged I'... 

Featuring such lopicsas

'System Enhance men!, Pari 2 ' 
'GeoDaie and Calendar'

‘GeoCanvas v3,0 1 
‘6BRTC Device’ 

'GeoPainiing Experiences’ 
'Storm Systems. Pari I ' 

'GeoSheft Demonstration'
'Storm Systems, Part 2 ' 

'GeoG&mes, Pari I ' 
'GeoGames, Pari 2' 

and much more.

The Publication is available folded and 
saddle bound to A4 size, for 
AUD$t 5:00* {include sP&H}, from 

JWY GnaJix P.O. Box 635 
Enfield Plaza 5085 South Australia 
Cheques Payable lo Jane M. Jones 
'Overseas Oriers add AUDS5:0G
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How to add 32K to a 1541
By Andrew E, Mileski

“ Recursion” on Q-Link 
210-180 Lees Avenue 

Ottawa, Ontario 
Canada K1S 5J6

Note: This is for experienced hardware hackers only! 
Proceed entirely at your own risk, and you can kiss
the warranty goodbye!

This is based on a 1984 Revision A circuit board, but 
there should be enough info Here to do the expansion on 
any 1541 drive with very little work, and only a little 
thought.

Hints for other versions of controller boards: Figure out 
which ROM is ROMO ($C000-$DFFF) and ROM1 
($E000-$FFFF). You MAY have to bend pin 20 of each 
ROM 180 degrees to the vertical; this is the *ROMx pin. 
Ignore steps 13, 14, 15, and 16.

This may not be the easiest or best way to add BAM, but 
it does work. Seriously consider buying one of the RAM 
boards on the market today. They are easy to install.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! WARNING!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

You’ll be handling very ESD sesitive 
devices! Make sure you and your tools are prop

erly grounded at all times!

(If you don’t know what ESD stands for, don’t
even think about trying this!!)

i m m f M m m n m m n m m m m r

An asterisk * before a signal means it is active low.

Feel free to contact me if you need some help, or have a 
project idea. (If it was not for RaymondD2 on Q-link 
asking how to add 8k to his 1541, I never would have 
written this file! Thanks Raymond!)

Note: I did the 8k modification on my own drive. It does 
work. I modified it slightly; I now have 32k RAM 
installed!

How it works

The 1541 is very sloppy about how it uses its 64k 
memory space. The first 32k ($0000-$7FFF) is 
reserved for the RAM and I/O chips. This is 
2048+2*15 bytes needed, but almost 30k wasted! 
The second 32k ($8000-$FFFF) is for the 16k of 
ROMs, which means another 16k has been wasted! 
So, we clean up the memory map, and use 32k of 
the wasted 46k to add some more RAM! This 
wastes only 14k. I dare anyone to try to add 40k of 
memory :)

The nitty-gritty details

IC1 decodes the 64k address space of the 6502 into 
four 16k segments. The first segment ($0000- 
$3FFF) is reserved for the drives own memory and 
I/O. This is done by generating a fake A15 signal 
which I call FA15, We allow this signal to go low 
(logic 0) only when we need the internal 2k RAM 
and I/O chips.

The next two segments ($4000-$BFFF) are our 
32k expansion RAM area. An AND gate is formed 
with RDL (resistor and diode logic) to join the 16k 
segments.

The last 16k segment is reserved for the drive’s 
ROMs, and is unused on IC1.

IC2 decodes the 64k address space into 8 memory 
segments of 8k. The last two segments (SC000- 
SDFJFF, $E000-$FFFF) are for ROMO and ROM1 
respectively. The IC is enabled only on read cycles.

Why this way?

Note that I didn’t have any schematics for the 
1541, so this method is most likely not the best. I 
also didn’t have a very wide selection of ICs on 
hand at the time, so I used what I had!

In other words, if you know of a better method 
share it with the rest of us!

1) Decide to add 8k or 32k. Most of todays 
software uses only 8k, but who knows what 
may be in store for the future! For 8k, ignore 
this article, and read the file “expand 154l/8k”.

2) Obtain the parts: Two 74LS138 (3 to 8 line 
decoder)
One 62256 (32k static RAM, 120ns) (note that 
a 62LP256 is low-power)
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Two switching diodes (any will do) One 3.3k Ohm 
Vi Watt resistor. A small piece of pre-drilled 
board Two 16 pin wire-wrap sockets if you are 
going to wire-wrap the circuit.

3) Open the disk drive case and remove the RF sheild.
4) Mark one end of ALL connectors with a marker, 

so that you will be able to replace them later,
5) Unplug ALL connectors,
6) Unscrew the circuit board. Don’t forget the screws 

that attach the heatsink to the frame.
7) Lift the circuit board out of the disk drive and 

place it on your anti-static conductive mat (or if 
your desperate, a folded towel will do!) component 
side up, and in the same orientation (top of board 
is towards back of drive).

8) Find the 6116 (2k by 8 bit RAM) on the circuit 
board (24 pins and not socketed, left side at the 
back).

9) On the new RAM chip to be added carefully bend 
the following pins 180 degrees, so that they are 
pointing in the opposite direction: pin 1, 2, 20, 22, 
23, 26, 27, and 28. These are the signals A13, A12, 
*CS, *OE, Al 1, A14, *WE and +5 volts.

10) Sit the new RAM chip on top of the 6116 chip. 
The bottom pins should be aligned. Make sure that 
both of the chips have their top-of-chip

reference marks pointing in the same direction.

11) Carefully solder the two chips pins together so they
are piggy-backed.
Be carefull to avoid solder bridges between pins.

12) Locate the two 8k ROM chips on the circuit board 
(24 pins and socketed on right of 6116).

13) To the right of the ROMs, between the chips and 
the heatsink, you will see 3 silver dots on the PCB, 
These are pass-throughs to the other side of the 
board.

14) Flip the board over, and again find the same 3 
pass-throughs.

15) Cut the trace leading to the front two pass
throughs (the ones towards the front of the drive). 
The signals "ROMO and *ROMl replace the origi
nal ROM chip selects that go to pin 20 of the 
ROMs, that is why you must cut the traces!

16) Solder a wire into the front pass-through; this is 
the *ROMO signal.
Solder a wire into the middle pass-through; this is 
the *ROMl signal. The wires should be long 
enough to reach the front of the board plus about 
four inches.

17) Find the 6502 CPU chip (40 pins) on the solder 
side of the board.

Solder wires to pins 8, 20, 2 1 2 2 , 23, 24, 25,and 
34. These are the signals +5 volts, A ll, ground, 
A12, A13, A14, A15, and R/*W. Solder two wires 
to 23, 24, and 34 so you can connect the 62256 
RAM chip.

18) On the component side of the board again with the 
6502. Locate pin 25 (A15). Follow the trace lead
ing from the pin to a pass-through. Cut the trace. 
Flip the board over and locate the pass-through 
again.
Solder a wire into it; this is the FA15 signal.

19) On a small (1.25x1.75 inch) piece of circuit board, 
wire-wrap the ICs or use point-to-pont soldering.

IC1, a74LS138 
pin

1 A14 16 +5 volts
2A15 15FA15
3 Ground 14 Diode 1
4 Ground 13 Diode2
5 Ground 12
6 +5 volts 11
7 10
8 Ground 9

IC2, a 74LS138 
pin

1 A13 16+5 volts
2 A14 15
3 A15 14
4 Ground 13
5 Ground 12
6 R/*W 11
7 *ROMl 10
8 Ground 9 *ROMO

Diodel and Diode2 are the cathode ends (marked on 
diode with a band). Connect the anodes (other end) of 
each diode together and to a wire, and also to the same 
end of the resistor; the wire is the *CS signal for the 
62256. To the opposite end of the resistor (the end that 
isn’t connected to anything yet), connect +5 volts.

Looks like this:

*CS Diodel !

IC1 pin 14 - +5V 
IC1 pin 13 resistor 

Diode2

20) Connect the 6502, ROMs, and RAM chip signals 
to the 74LS138s.
Run the wires to the front, right of the board (see 
below for RAM).
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Connect RAM pin 1 (A13) to the 6502 pin 23 (A 13) 
wire.

Connect RAM pin 2 (A12) to the 6502 pin 22 (A12) 
wire.

Connect RAM pin 20 (*CS) to the RDL “AND” 
gate as described in step 19.

Connect RAM pin 22 (*OE) to pin 14 (Ground) of 
the chip with a small wire.

Connect RAM pin 23 (A11) to the 6502 pin 20 
(A ll) wire.

Connect RAM pin 26 (A15) to the 6502 pin 24 
(A14) wire.

Connect RAM pin 27 (*WE) to the 6502 pin 34
(R/*W) wire.

Connect RAM pin 28 (+5 Volts) to 6116 pin 24 with 
a small wire.

Run these wires to the left of the board, and around 
to the solder side.

21) Replace the drive controller board in the drive, and 
mount the new small circuit board to the frame with 
a small machine screw.

22) BEFORE you screw the drive board in place, make 
sure the wires are not near the drive or transformer, 
and tape them in place to the bottom of the board.

23) Screw the drive controller board to the frame again.
24) Plug in all the connectors again. Check your refer

ence marks.
25) Plug the drive in, and test to make sure the drive still 

works normally
26) If okay, then replace RF shield and case cover. If 

not, power-down and check all your connections!
27) Pat youself on the back, your done! You know have 

32k R4M  extra!

The 32k you installed is available at $4000-$BFFF 

ROMO available at: $C000-$DFFF 

ROM1 available at: $E000-$FFFF 

The ROMs are read only, as they should be.

Null-Modern Cable Schematics
by Ilker Ficicilar

To transfer data/prg/etc... , one can make use of the 
null-modern cable. With this you don’t need any 
modem also. Only thing has to be done is,plugging 
this cable to the computers (just two computers, one 
to many communication with this kind of schematics 
causes data collision).

After plugging, and loading terminal programs to the 
computers, just send the program, from one of the 
machine and receive it using the other one.

. You can use Novaterm9.5 at C64 side and Lynx at 
the IBM side for example.

. You have to use same transfer protocol at both 
sides (eg, xmodem ) If you want you can put one of 
the terminal programs into BBS mode.

The Schematics:

1.) DB-25 to DB-25 Null-Modern cable.

db-25 db-25 Parts List

tx 2--------- 3 rx Two DB-25 male connec
tor.
ix 3----------- 2 tx . 1-2 meter of 5 (or 3) line

shielded wire.
rts 4------------ 5 cts *
Cts 5-...........—4 rts * * If you want, you don’t
use rts/cts lines,
gnd 7----------- 7 gnd

2.) DB-9 to DB-25 Null-Modern cable.

db-9 db-25 Parts List

rx 2-----------2 tx One DB-25, one DB-9 male
connector.

tx ■ 3----------- 3 rx . 1-2 meter shielded wire
with 5 or 3 lines.

gnd 5.............—7 gnd
cts 7------------4 rts * * It is OK if not to use

these lines.
rts 8------------ 5 cts *
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3.) DB-9 to DB-9 Null-Modern cable.
Funny !!

db-9 db-9 Parts List

rx 2-— ------ 3 tx . Two DB-9 male connector.
tx 3---- ------ 2 rx . 1-2 meter of 3 (or 5) line

shielded wire.
gnd 5—■--------5 gnd
cts 7---- -------8 rts * * Not using these lines does

not cause a
rts 8---- ------ 7 cts * problem at low speeds.

Term, progs, can use XON/XOFF bytes for data flow
control.

The DB-25 Connector, (looking at back) TheDB-S
Connector.

13 12 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

\ 0 o o .... o o o / \ o O 0 o o /
\ o o  . . . o o / \ 0 0 0 o /

25 14 9 8 7 6

llker Ficicilar
filker @newton. p hy si cs. metu .edu.tr 
e068214@narwhal. cc. metu. edu. tr

Gordon Turrell

A pastor of one church who was previously a sailor, 
was very aware that ships are addressed as "she" and 
"her". He often wondered what gender computers 
should be addressed. To answer that question, he set 
up two groups of computer experts. The first was 
comprised of women, and the second of men. Each 
group was asked to recommend whether computers 
should be referred to in the feminine gender, or the 
masculine gender. They were asked to give 4 rea
sons for their recommendation.

The group of women reported that the computers 
should be referred to in the masculine gender be
cause:
1. In order to get their attention, you have to turn 
them on.

2. They have a lot of data, but still are clueless

3. They are supposed to help you solve problems., but 
half the time they are the problem.

4. As soon as you commit to one, you realize that, if 
you had waited a little longer, you could have had a 
better model.

The men, on the other hand concluded that comput
ers should be referred to in the feminine gender 
because:

1. No one but the Creator understands their internal 
logic.

2. The native language they use to communicate with 
other computers is incomprehensible to everyone 
else.

3. Even your smallest mistakes are stored in long
term memory for later retrieval.

4. As soon as you make a commitment to one, you 
find yourself spending half your paycheck on acces
sories for it.
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Don's Digest
by Don McManamey

I don't have much idle 
time. It would seem that 
every daylight hour that I 
am not at work I am cut
ting someone's grass. In 
fact, I don't cut mine as 
often as I should because 
I'm cutting for someone 

else. Little wonder I have no time for computers or 
anything else for that matter. I do, however, find 
some time to get on the net or play with my train. 
Yes, you heard right, train.

I have been a model railroad enthusi
ast for just about as long as I can remember. I have 
collected rolling stock (cars) for some time now and 
in just the past year received as a gift a very high 
quality engine. In about April or May I started 
buying a railroad magazine on a regular basis. I am 
surprised what they have now that they did not have 
a few years ago. A few years back I wrote about a 
new watch I bought that had 64k of memory. Here 
was something small enough to fit on your wrist that 
had the memory of a Commodore computer. You 
would think I had been living in a cave. As I looked 
through the magazine I saw things I did not know 
existed and apparently they have been around for 
quite a while. I had heard many years ago that 
Lionel had put a TV camera in an engine but now 
they have them that fit in smaller trains and provide 
full color images you can record on your VCR. 
There are micro miniature circuits that provide light
ing in passenger cars and cabooses. This lighting 
stays the same brightnss at any voltage from about 
3.5 volts up to 18 volts. There are crossing signals 
and gates which operate just like the real thing 
because of super small computers.

This engine that was given me has 
what is called a "mars light," Now if you don't 
know about trains you probably don't know what a 
mars light is. A mars light is the light on the front of 
the engine which lights the track ahead at night. But 
a mars light does more than that. It moves in a 
sideways figure eight pattern. This allows the engi
neer to see around curves, up and down hills, and to 
see on either side of the tracks for things like wild 
animals or automobiles that might get on the tracks.

The mars light is simulated by a miniature computer. 
The thing that impressed me the most though is one that 
eliminates the complex wiring that modelers had to learn 
in the past.

Time was that layouts were divided into 
sections with each section being wired separately. The 
section of track you planned to run the train on would be 
powered along with the section just ahead. In this way 
you could have more than one engine running at one 
time. When you got more that two trains running wiring 
could get a little tricky if you wanted your train to go 
anywhere on the layout without stopping. They now 
have a system in which all the track receives 100% 
power all the time. Each engine has a computer on board 
which controls everything from lighting to speed and 
direction. Another computer controls up to 99 trains. 
This system will keep the train running at the same speed 
both up and down hills. One of the really neat things in 
my opinion is that in the past if you wanted two engines 
working together they had to be matched. Now, the 
computer will take care of that Let's say you had an 
engine that did 100 scale miles per hour and another one 
that could only do 80 scale miles per hour, ou had better 
not put them together under the old system but with the 
new system the computer will give just the right amount 
of power to each to let them work together just like the 
real thing. The passenger cars can sit behind an engine 
which is sitting at the station and the engine headlight 
and passenger car lights can all be on. The entire 
package starts at about $200 with the decoders being 
extra. This may sound like a lot of money but If you 
consider the real cost of wiring a layout the old way with 
miles of wire and switches galore plus the control panel, 
it really is not that much more.

It boggles the mind to think of where 
computers have gone in the few short years they have 
been around. Who knows where they will go? Interest
ingly enough, we have talked before about the computer
ized world our children are inheriting and how they will 
have to learn how to operate them but more and more 
they are getting so easy to use that many times we don't 
even realize we are using them.

Until next time, keep your computer on 
track and compute with a full head of steam.
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ReAligning a 1571
by Kevin Schmidt

(Q-link aka KevinS2S) {Downloaded from The Internet}

Well here's a tale that might amuse you, if not, it might 
save you a trip to your local repair shop. About 4 
months ago my 1571 in my 128D, started acting a little 
flaky. It seemed to be getting a little persnickity 
towards what brand of diskettes I bought for use when 
in CP/M mode You may or may not use this capabil
ity at all, although the problem I am going to describe 
can still pop up to baffle and confuse the living day
lights out of you. What was happening was that when 
I tried to format a Kaypro IV type diskette (thats an 
extended format of appx 400K in MFM format) I 
would start getting an eiror generated towards the 
upper tracks on side 1 (top). This would'nt happen all 
the time, just every once in a while. Change a diskette 
and she'd be happy. Well as time went on It got to the 
point that I could'nt even copy from previously for
mated diskettes into the reu. This only happened on 
the files which were on side 1, towards the end of the 
upper tracks. What really puzzled me was that I never 
had aproblem when running anything in Native 128 or 
64 mode. Geos ran fine, Copy protected programs 
loaded without a hitch, Superbasel28 never burped or 
complained, Fast-Hackem kept on hacking. Nothing 
in GCR format ever failed.

Well the day finally came, She bit the DUST. Every
thing still worked fine as long as I didnt try to use an 
Extended format MFM disk. Forget about using CP/M 
with Commodores format, its just tooo slooow, And 
CP/M is just as disk intensive as geos is if not more so. 
I went down to the local Discount store and bought a 
couple of different brands of diskettes, convinced that 
I was still having a diskette problem, 24 disks format 
failures later I decided that I had a hardware problem. 
I didnt know where to start, since Commodore did so 
much optimization on the 128D, the schematics I had 
for the 1571 (stand alone unit) wem't much use. Now 
I really put this piece of equipment through its paces, I 
keep a 1670 modem and a 1764 REU (expanded to 
512K) and a 1370 mouse plugged into this thing at all 
times. Also added a fan to keep things cool. Figured 
that maybe I might be pulling down the power supply, 
so I unhooked everything, popped the hood and tried 
once again to format a 400k floppy. Nope didnt work, 
nex checked all the connectors for corrosion or loose
ness, no problem there. Took the Disk drive out of its 
cradle and popped the drive rom and reseated it in its

socket. Reassembled the beast and tried again. 
Nothing worked.

Well I was about to get frantic. Where to turn 
next? Out came the diagnostics for the 1571. Ran 
logic check and kept coming up with a u2 failure 
(drive rom), Well thats normal for this machine, 
they changed the rom, and don't have a Western 
Digital chip in the 1571 on the 128D like they do on 
the stand alone unit. Next on to the read-write 
tests. GCR format went like a song., but she would 
burp on any burst mode mfm read. Confirmed 
trouble, but still no cause. Yea I know that your 
thinking Alignment problem, but I had dismissed 
that as I keep the alignment checked at certain
intervals, and that I didnt have a problem when in7 t
GCR mode. But I still checked it, and there wasn't 
a problem that is to say on drive 0. Now I had 
purchased an alignment program that would check 
both sides of a 1571, but It hadn't got here yet. All 
I had was one that would check a 1541 single sided 
and that always checked out fine. I had really 
concluded that I had an electronic problem either 
with the drive controller or the Ro chip or possibly 
the drive Ram. So I ran a program to check the 
drive ram no problem. Knowing that the decode 
tables for all the MFM burst reads are in the drive 
rom I concluded that (hopefully) there was where 
the problem lied. So I packed it away and slept on 
it. The next day I went down to the shop to see 
about how much the chip would cost and how long 
it would take to get it. Well the Rom wasn’t even 
listed ( lucky for m e) and they weren't about to call 
Commodore for a 15.00 or 20.00 chip. I was told 
to double check my rom number and get back with 
them. Later on that Day when I got home UPS had 
delivered my Alignment program. Finally get to 
tackle that old 1571 which has a problem (different 
drive, different story). First thing I did was run the 
thing on the 128D. Yep there was a problem on 
head 1, it was a couple of thousanths of an inch off 
on track 36 and 70. But I had decided to go on and 
fix the other 1571 first. Well during my trials and 
tribulations on it I noticed that during the aignment 
of the top head that depending on where you set it 
you got different readings, adding two and two 
together I concluded that maybe I could fix the 
128D in a matter of minutes. Boy I was Brain
storming Now. I've heard stories about the 128D 
having drive problems and I sure didnt want to have 
to take mine to the shop or really spend any money 
on it, so here's the cure.
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Hopefully you can see what I am talking about, this 
may apply towards any newer 1571 also. The fix is 
relatively simple, simply use a screwdriver and pry up 
the read/write head using the clamp brace as a ful
crum. Don't apply too much pressure and keep the 
screwdriver off the metal spring or flex plate, keep it 
on the side of the plastic part of the head. When you 
think that you have it right look at it and see if the 
head is pretty close to horizontal to the clamp bars 
see the next example

So as not to confuse anybody and to try to make 
myself perfectly clear, the point is to pry the head 
from the side not the front by the read/write head, 
sorta in a counter-clockwise motion. DO NOT GET 
CARRIED AWAY about 1/4 to 3/8 of an inch will 
do.
Do not by any means loosen adjust or mess with the 
screws that hold the head assy to the stepper mecha
nism. It might be tempting to think that this adjust
ment could be made by these screws, but they 
don't!!!!!!!!

Now I hope that all of this is clear. If not please 
Email me and I will try to answer any questions that 
you might have. Also I've included for your conve
nience a program which will format a Kaypro IV disk 
in 128 mode. What good might this do you, well for 
two minutes of your time you can check out any 1571 
and see if its got a problem or not. Periodically check 
your drive to see if its developing a slopeing head. 
Even if you don't use CP/M the problem can get bad 
enough to start causing problems whenever you use 
both sides of your disk drive. I've left word of this on 
the Commodore hotline over in CIN, and as of yet 
have not received a reply back from them. I've asked 
them if this was a known problem or if there was 
some kind of upgrade that might be made available. 
If not either of these I've asked for a replacement 
manufacturer that could supply a drive body that 
would rest in the cradle, and accomodate the C= 
architecture. Besides a drive is a drive is a drive as 
long as everything gets hooked u correctly and has 
close to the same specs. The only reason I asked for 
a replacement was I know that repeated bending of 
the flex plate will cause the head to get farther and 
farther out of alignment, and I don't want to spend

three or four hours guessing and getting it posi
tioned close to use one of the commercial align
ment programs available. Speaking of which I 
you buy one of these (either Cardinal or Free 
Spirit ) let me warn you that neither one of these 
use a true alignment diskette. They use a stan
dard diskette which has been formatted in some 
odd balled manner and written with a code that 
the program can read and determine appx where 
the head is at. This isnt at all bad, but you can get 
misleading results and even then your not sup
posed to use the program to align your drive, you 
guestimate from the data that the program gives 
you. Then rerun the program to check you re
sults.

A true alignment diskette costs in the neighbor
hood of $50.00 by itself and that does'nt include 
any program that checs it. ( Dysan mfg. ). All in 
all the programs are probably worth the 25 or 30 
bucks if your inclined to do it this way. You can 
align close to specs, but don't expect miracles.

The Format program is included for your conve
nience. I did not write it, and it is available in the 
Applications section under Drive utilities 128. 
Sorry I don't know who wrote it or I would give 
them the credit they rightly deserve, its a fine 
program and works flawlessly

Hey let me know what you discover under your 
C= monster machine.

Kevin Schmidt
(Q-link aka KevinS28)

P.S. A damn good alignment program is available 
called Multialign 1.6 its on Q-link over in the 64 
drive utilities and various other places. ( it does'nt 
like any drive other than # 8 on a 128D ) supports 
up to 4 drives and runs under 64 mode, will only 
check a 1571 on side 0 or in 1541 mode « !
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